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Dr. Will is a Top 30 Motivational Speaker, an international bestselling author and an award-winning
keynote and business leader on employee productivity, company culture, business growth and high
performance. 

A military veteran of the United States Army. Dr. Will has held leadership positions in the US.
Government, Education, Non-Profit and Profit sectors.

Dr. Will has given more than 2000 presentations in almost every state and in 50 countries around
the world. Dr. Will has lived in 5 different countries and has gleaned a very unique perspective on
human beings and their potential.

Dr. Will has written over 50 books in the area of leadership, personal development, finance and
company culture. 

The President of Moreland Training and Associates, LLC, an incubator for developing high
performance strategies, systems and solutions for organizations and their employees to perform at
high levels. 

Dr. Will has been named one of the Top 30 Motivational Speakers in the world, he has been named a
Top 100 CEO in Arizona for two consecutive years, he has been appointed an Ambassador of Civility
and has an award named in his honor for his years of work to build healthy cultures around the
globe. He most recently received the Marin Luther King Jr. "Living the Dream Award."  

Dr. Will is married to Dr. Kristie, and they have two children, Karah and Champ. 
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"Dr. Will was phenomenal. He knocked it out of the park. He was able to tie our
core values and mission together in a way that really brought it to life. Our best
speaker to date, hands down!"
-CATHOLIC CHARITIES 

"SIMPLY AMAZING! On point, hit the mark. Our employees are still talking about
Dr. Will's presentation. Our leaders can't get enough of his book. He made a real
difference in our organization."
-FRY'S FOOD

"I can't put into words the impact you have on our team and managers. You
simplified some major concepts for us and the team is implementing daily. You
definitely went above and beyond our expectations."
-TOYOTA 

"No surprise, Dr. Will you are a genius at what you do. Our audience can't get
enough of you. We are bringing you back for a third time. You always over deliver.
-EMPOWERMENT NETWORK OMAHA 
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POPULAR 
PROGRAMS

All of Dr. Will's programs are personalized and customized  for each audience, and can
be delivered in person or virtually for your next event.



 

Understanding Civility in Leadership
Benefits of Leading with Civility
The Pillars of Civil Leadership
Strategies for Cultivating Civility

Civility Drives Performance: Civil leadership positively impacts
team performance, innovation, and overall organizational
success.
Empathy as a Game-Changer: By actively practicing empathy,
leaders foster trust and emotional connection with their teams.
Inclusivity Breeds Innovation: Inclusive leadership encourages
a diverse range of ideas, fueling creativity and innovation.
Conflict as an Opportunity: Leaders can transform conflicts
into opportunities for growth and strengthened relationships.
Sustainable Impact: Cultivating a culture of civility is an
ongoing effort that requires consistent commitment and
reinforcement.

Leading with Civility. In an increasingly complex and
interconnected world, where diverse perspectives and
collaboration are paramount, the significance of civility in
leadership cannot be overstated. Understanding the key
principles, benefits, and actionable strategies for cultivating a
culture of civility within your leadership style is imperative as a
leader.

Key points in this program:

Key Takeaways:

LEADING WITH CIVILITY
How Great Leaders Create Great Cultures
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Understanding Employee Happiness
The Impact of Happy Employees on Company Culture
Creating a Happiness-Centric Company Culture
Measuring and Sustaining Employee Happiness

Employee happiness goes beyond superficial satisfaction and
has a profound impact on company culture.
A culture of happiness leads to improved collaboration,
productivity, and employee retention.
Open communication, growth opportunities, and work-life
balance are vital for fostering happiness-centric culture.
Regularly measuring and adapting strategies ensures
sustained employee satisfaction.
Prioritizing employee happiness isn't just a nicety; it's a
strategic imperative for a thriving and successful organization.

Happy People, Happy Culture. There is a profound connection
between employee happiness and company culture. We'll explore
the various ways in which happy employees influence and shape
the culture of an organization, and we'll uncover key strategies to
foster a positive and thriving workplace environment. By the end
of this presentation, you'll have a clear understanding of why
prioritizing employee happiness is not just beneficial, but crucial,
for cultivating a strong and vibrant company culture.

Key Points:

Key Takeaways:

HAPPY PEOPLE, HAPPY CULTURE
Creating A Place People Love To Work
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In a world filled with distractions and constant demands, the path
to achieving our goals, living life to the fullest, and excelling in our
careers often feels elusive. However, Dr. Will reveals a
transformative approach that will empower you to reclaim your
focus, unleash your potential, and ignite a profound change in
your journey. This approach is simple, yet amazingly powerful:
Living from Your C.O.R.E.

Imagine a life where every decision you make is guided by a deep
sense of Clarity, where every challenge is seen as an Opportunity,
where your Relationships nourish your growth, and your
Experiences enrich your soul. This is not a far-fetched dream; it's
a reality that you can begin shaping right now.

Living from Your C.O.R.E isn't just a concept; it's a catalyst
for change:

Picture this: a year from now, you stand on the precipice of
achievement, looking back at a journey defined by Clarity,
Opportunity, Relationships, and Experiences. You've surpassed
goals you once thought unattainable, you've embraced challenges
as stepping stones, your network of supporters has flourished,
and your life has become a tapestry of vibrant moments.

It's within your grasp to transform your life, and living from your
C.O.R.E is the key that will unlock that transformation. As you
leave this room today, I urge you to take that first step, make that
crucial decision, and commit to living from your C.O.R.E. The path
to your greatest achievements and a life lived to the fullest awaits
you. Seize it with determination, passion, and an unwavering
commitment to becoming the best version of yourself. Your
journey begins now.

.

LIVING FROM YOUR C.O.R.E
How To Create Your Best Life
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